
ELTOS S.p.A.

Few pictures to describe our company



About us

Headquartered in Arezzo, Tuscany, ELTOS S.p.A. is one of the leading

PCB manufacturers in Italy and also a major supplier of break through

research laboratories and institutes such as CERN, Weizmann and INFN.

ELTOS stands for “Elettronica Toscana” and despite its strong connection

to this rich Italian region, its mission and geographical business areas were

directed at cross border markets since its foundation in year 1980.

Our company is renowned for PCB with high copper thickness (3-4-6- Oz.),

but also for very large multilayered boards (up to 2 meters), and its

equipment is suitable for the production of any rigid multilayer PCB from

the very thin ones, almost flexible, up to the 6,40mm thickness ones.

Export to the German speaking countries always counted for more than

50%.



BROAD PRODUCT OFFERING

HDI boards, High layer count and large format, Special RF and Microwave

solutions, Panel thickness up to 6,40mm, heavy copper (6 Oz inner-layers)

TALENTED EMPLOYEES

• 90+ employees distributed in two adjacent factories, among which

12CAM engineers and 20 quality inspectors (ET, AOI, ISO9001,

ISO14001)

• 5 sales people working at the headquarters plus 5 sales agents.

ONE-STOP SOLUTIONS

Engineering concepts and design: ELTOS is 50% shareholder of ARTEL,

a small dedicated unit with 7people, PCB design agency.

Prototypes and Ramp up to Volume: customer with solid demand for

prototypes with complex design are offered 5+1 days lead-time.

Volume production: ELTOS provides solutions to major PCB

manufacturers producing complicated boards in house, but it has also

selected F/E solutions in order to offer low priced volumes.



Aerospace and defense: we supply all the major Italian players

Railway: we serve Italian, German, French and Switzerland companies related to this

expanding industry, obeying to its severe regulations and raw material selection.

Automotive: we serve several EMS operators of the Automotive supply chain , but our

focus is on special niche projects such as motor-sport applications (Engine control units for

F1 and Motor GP motorbikes).

Industrial and Instrumentation: most of the ELTOS production satisfies OEM customers:

main field of application are the Security, Ventilation, Automation and Metal-detectors

sectors.

Medical: ELTOS retains a stronghold for special highly customized boards 1) very large,

thin and with high copper thickness and 2) with 3/3mils tracks and unique surface treatment

with Indium and Tin.

TLC, Networks and communication: Hybrid boards with Rogers, Taconic, Arlon, Nelco we

serve the major EMS companies of the industry and we have strong connections to the

OEM, R&D engineers.

Nuclear Research: ELTOS is appointed by CERN for special boards , particle detectors,

with unique specifications (1857x494mm boards) belonging to two main families

"MicroMegas" and "GEM" and generating several spin offs, the bigger one being the

upscale of the small-wheel at the ATLAS experiment.

Markets we serve



Sales office



Product engineering



Base material warehouse



Base material cutting



Drilling



X-RAY



Deburring and panel Cu Plating



Surface preparation and dry film 

lamination



Exposure and development (O/L)



Exposure (I/L) 



Laser Direct Imaging



A. O. I.



Induction bonding and brown oxide



Up to 400°C thermal cycle

for PTFE materials

2x Lamination Press



Pattern plating



Strip - Etch - Strip



SOLDER RESIST



Ink Jet and Silkscreen legends



HASL SnPb and Lead free



Immersion Silver



ENIG



Resin Via Filling



Routing and V-Cut



Chamfering and Scoring



Optical micrometer



Electrical Test and FQC



Flying probe test



Packaging



Chemical Lab



Quality Control Lab



Film plotters



Quality Assurance



ISO and UL certifications



Rigid bare boards



Planar transformers



Special materials



Hybrid, SBU, Heavy Copper, IMS



CERN  large detection boards



2000x550mm 4/4 mils boards



Capabilities


